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Abstract

Our case-based reasoning (CBI~) integration with the
constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) formalism has
undergone several transformations on its journey from
initial research idea to product-intent design. Both
unexpected research results as well as interesting in-
sights into the real-world applicability of the inte-
grated methodology emerged as the integration was
explored from alternative viewpoints. In this paper,
the alternative viewpoints and the results that were
enabled by these viewpoints are described.

Introduction
Although Case-Based Reasoning is a natural formu-
lation for many problems, there are elements of the
paradigm that prevent the methodology from being
more widely applied. In particular, the problem of case
adaptation is often considered to be one of the most
difficult portions of a case based reasoner, because it
encompasses many problematic characteristics: con-
vergence upon a solution can be difficult to guarantee,
widely varying case representations make it difficult to
combine several cases, and domain-specific adaptation
rules are often required, limiting the application of an
adaptation methodology to one domain.

In order to address these challenges, a master-slave
integration between CBR and CSP was developed,
where a CSP algorithm was used to perform the CBR
adaptation process.

In the process of implementing this integration
and testing it on assembly sequence design problems,
some reciprocating benefits for CSP were also discov-
ered, that were enabled by the pairing of CSP with
CBR. These results caused the integration to be re-
considered from the slave-master viewpoint, with CBR
as the slave.

Re-examining the integration from the CBR-as-slave
viewpoint highlighted a new opportunity for its appli-
cation: using the methodology for dynamic constraint
satisfaction problems (DCSP).

The DCSP approach has proven to be applicable in
product software being developed to do a real-time
planning task. The integrated approach for solving
DCSP enables many of the desired product attributes.

This paper describes the lifecycle of the integration,
as it was examined from the differing viewpoints, con-
cluding with a description of the desirable product at-
tributes that are enabled by the synergy of the two
reasoning modes.

Related Work
Being one of the more difficult portions of case-based
reasoning, adaptation has been recently receiving much
attention from the CBR community. Recent sys-
tems that have addressed the multi-case adaptation
issue are EADOCS (Netten & Vingerhoeds 1996),
PRODIGY (Haigh & Veloso 1995), CAPlan (Munoz 
Huellen 1995), and IDIOM (I. Smith & Faltings 1995).
In EADOCS, each case addresses one feature of the
new problem, and each case is used to adapt the cor-
responding solution feature. In PRODIGY, cases are
replayed at specific choice points during the plan gen-
eration, and in CAPLan, the problem is analyzed into
goals, the goals are used to retrieve cases, and each re-
trieved case replays its decisions. IDIOM uses a CSP
during adaptation, with dimensionality reduction to
eliminate constraint inconsistencies. In our work, the
many matching cases are retrieved at one time from
the case base during retrieval, and then these cases are
all used simultaneously by the repair algorithm to find
a solution to the new problem.

Case adaptability issues have been addressed in
DEJA VU (Smyth & Keane 1995), where adaptabil-
ity is assessed based on specially formulated adapta-
tion knowledge, and is used to guide retrieval. Huang
and Miles (Huang & Miles 1995) calculate the con-
flict propagation potential of a case to assess ease of
adaptation during retrieval. Birnbaum et al. (L. Birn-
baum 1989) and Leake & Fox (Leake & Fox 1992) 
dex cases on the basis of their adaptability, avoiding
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cases with feature combinations that were difficult to
adapt in previous problem-solving episodes. Portinale
et al. (L. Portinale & Magro 1997) describe a tech-
nique called Pivoting Based Retrieval, in the context
of case-based diagnosis, which is based on a tight inte-
gration between retrieval and adaptability estimation.
In our work, where several cases are being simultane-
ously combined, assessing adaptability of each individ-
ual case during retrieval is difficult, as the global case
interaction cannot be measured until all sub-cases par-
ticipating in the global solution have been retrieved.
Therefore, our contribution differs in that we assess
adaptability after retrieval and matching.

Sqalli and Freuder (Sqalli & Freuder 1998) have done
recent work on integrating case-based and constraint-
based reasoning, where they formulate their prob-
lem (the interoperability of testing protocols in asyn-
chronous transfer mode networks) as a CSP, and then
use expert knowledge in the form of cases in order to
deal with incompleteness and incorrectness. Weigel
and Faltings (Weigel & Faltings 1998) use a CBR/CSP
integration to achieve more flexible configuration de-
sign.

The Initial CBR/CSP Integration

The initial motivation for attempting to integrate CSP
with CBR was to provide formalism to the CBR adap-
tation process, enabling it to apply across more than
one problem domain.

To achieve this goal, the case-based adaptation pro-
cess was formulated as a constraint satisfaction prob-
lem, where the cases were stored as CSPs (with con-
straints and solutions), and a CSP repair algorithm
(the minimum conflicts repair algorithm (Minton,
Johnston, & Laird 1992)) was used to perform the
adaptation (Purvis 1995). This was a CBR-as-master
approach, as CBR provided the overall problem-
solving framework, with CSP helping with the adap-
tation process.

The integrated methodology was tested on both as-
sembly sequence generation and configuration design
problems, which showed that the integration was in-
deed domain independent, was guaranteed to converge
on a solution if one exists, and provided a natural
means by which to combine several cases (Purvis 1995).

Additional Results Obtained From the

CBR-As-Master Methodology

Two research results emerged from the integration of
CBR and CSP that were not initially targeted.

Reciprocating Benefit to CSP

The first additional result was that CSP received a re-
ciprocating benefit from CBR: CSP solving efficiency
was improved when starting with solutions from the
case base. That is, providing the minimum conflicts
repair algorithm with an initial solution that was com-
posed of case solutions from the case base resulted in
less backtracks during repair than did a simple greedy
initialization. Details of the experimental results can
be found in (Purvis 1995).

The second additional result was motivated by the
observation that the improved performance for CSP
was not universal in all case combinations. While solv-
ing efficiency overall was improved by starting with
case solutions, there were some situations in which the
case solutions did not provide better performance than
did from-scratch problem solving.

These were situations where the retrieved solutions
were difficult to combine, causing a repair of the entire
problem, thereby disabling the retrieved case solutions
from guiding the repair heuristic effectively (Purvis 
Athalye 1997).

This discovery of the ineffectiveness of cases under
some circumstances led to the realization of another
benefit from the integrated approach: the ability to
specify an adaptability criterion.

Adaptability Criterion

Adaptability of retrieved cases has been an elusive
topic in CBR thus far, since it is difficult to tell be-
fore solving the problem whether it will adapt easily
or not. At the same time, it is a very useful piece of
information to have before expending adaptation effort
only to later find that it is fruitless.

The experiments with assembly sequence generation
showed that the minimum conflicts algorithm could not
perform an efficient case combination when there were
a large number of highly constrained, initially incon-
sistent edge variables (i.e. variables at the boundary
between two cases) (Purvis 1995). The initial adapt-
ability criterion based on these two factors is described
in detail in (Purvis & Athalye 1997).

The adaptability criterion and the improved con-
straint solving efficiency were additional, originally un-
expected results that were enabled by the combination
of CBR and CSP.

The benefits of the integration for CSP solving led to
further exploration of how the combined methodology
might apply in a CBR-as-slave role.
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How a CBR-as-Slave Viewpoint
Provides Benefit to DCSP

From the CBR-as-slave viewpoint, rather than placing
the CSP in a secondary role for adaptation purposes
only, the CSP framework and the minimum conflicts
algorithm are viewed as the guiding methodology, with
CBR providing cases as input to the constraint solving.

With this change in viewpoint to CBR-as-slave, the
applicability of the integrated approach for use with
DCSP solving became apparent.

In a DCSP, not all constraints are known at the be-
ginning of problem solving, but rather can be added
or deleted as more about the problem becomes known.
The DCSP is therefore a sequence of CSPs, where each
one differs from the previous one by the addition or re-
moval of some constraints (Dechter & Dechter 1988).

Such an addition or deletion of constraints can cause
the current solution of the CSP to be invalidated, re-
quiring re-solving the problem. The DCSP community
has already recognized that some sort of reuse of the
previous solution may be helpful during subsequent it-
erations of the DCSP in order to increase re-solving
efficiency (Bellicha 1994; Verfaillie & Schiex 1994).

Examining the CBR/CSP integration from the
CBR-as-slave viewpoint led to the possibility that as
constraints change in a DCSP, cases may potentially
help to increase re-solving efficiency.

Our current work revolves around the hypothe-
sis that using an integrated CSP/CBR approach for
DCSP enables more efficient and flexible dynamic con-
straint solving (Purvis 1997). Initial support for this
hypothesis comes from examining how the difficulties
in achieving efficient dynamic constraint solving can be
alleviated by the abilities of CBR.

Combining Solutions Increases Re-Solving
Efficiency

First, the case-based reasoning strategy of combining
solutions is important for CSP, where time to solve
can increase exponentially with the size of the prob-
lem. Using a CBR system that allows case combina-
tion enables the solutions of several smaller CSPs to
be stored and re-used to efficiently solve larger prob-
lems. Thus, the experience of previous solutions can
be reused even in the first iteration of a dynamic CSP.
Those sub-cases that best match the larger problem
can be retrieved and combined via the constraint-based
adaptation described previously.

Increased Flexibility in Initial Solutions
for DCSP

Second, a similarity measure can be defined that will
search the case base full of previously solved problems

for those that are ’most similar’ to the new problem.
By using a CBR framework for solving a DCSP, the
CBR similarity measure can be used to free the DCSP
from always having to begin with the solution found
during the previous iteration of the DCSP. In some
situations, the previous solution may not be the best
starting point to enable efficient re-solving.

With a CBR component, the integrated methodol-
ogy can use the CBR similarity measure to look for
previous CSPs with more than just similar constraints.
Other problem characteristics that are stored with the
case can be taken into account, thus making it more
likely that the retrieved solutions will be ’closer’ to the
final solution, a situation in which the minimum con-
flicts algorithm performs efficiently.

We are currently subjecting these initial intuitions
to empirical testing on randomly generated CSPs.

Product Benefits from the Integration

The additional DCSP potential of the integration has
highlighted the methodology’s applicability in a real-
world product. This product currently has a CSP soft-
ware component that accomplishes a real-time plan-
ning task. The flexibility of the CBR/CSP integration
has caused a closer look at how such an integration
might enhance the product’s planning abilities, and
therefore favorably influence the product’s marketable
attributes.

Consistency of Operation

One immediately apparent benefit from the case-based
DCSP approach is that solutions that have previously
been found to be ’good’ (and are therefore stored as
cases in the case base), provide consistency to follow-
on solutions that are made up of combinations of cases
from the case base.

Consistency of operation is an important product at-
tribute: customers do not expect erratic behavior from
the product for no apparent reason. That is, when all
externally visible characteristics and settings of a prod-
uct are the same, the customer expects final output re-
sults that are consistent with those that were obtained
the last time the product was used under these same
circumstances.

The integrated approach for DCSP provides the op-
portunity to enable consistency of operation.

When starting with cases from the case base, the ini-
tial solution always consists of those cases that match
the current problem situation. Thus, under the same
problem circumstances, the same cases will be used to
initialize the constraint solving algorithm.

When a greedy initialization is used, the current
problem circumstances are not taken into account.
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Thus, the same problem circumstances result in highly
variable initial solutions on different runs.

The success of the minimum conflicts repair algo-
rithm is attributed to its use of information from the
initial solution to guide its search (Minton, Johnston,
& Laird 1992). Providing the same initial solution
guides the algorithm towards the same final solution.

Similarly, highly variable initial solutions will re-
sult in highly variable final solutions, as in the case
of greedy initialization without the case base.

Scalability of Software

The high cost of software development is causing much
focus on reuse in today’s software organizations. When
software is intended to be reused across different prod-
ucts, scalability of the software becomes important, so
that differing product requirements can be met by the
same software.

In terms of planning via DCSP, different product
complexities influence the complexity of the DCSP
problem solving. More complex products may cause
the exponentiality of constraint solving to become pro-
hibitive. Less complex products may not impose the
same computational bounds, but rather a more strin-
gent bound on memory usage and disk storage space.

Scalability that enables reuse of the integrated
DCSP methodology is accomplished by allowing a flex-
ible cooperation between CBR and CSP. On products
whose memory and disk space requirements are too
stringent to allow an extensive case base, CSP can op-
erate alone, or with a limited CBR component with
a small case base. For larger products, whose disk
space and memory requirements are not stringent, but
rather planning speed is more important, a more ex-
tensive CBR component can be used, that through its
cases provides a means by which to control the com-
putational complexity explosion as described earlier.

Such flexibility is only obtained due to the integra-
tion of CBR and CSP. Neither approach alone could
satisfy all of these widely varying requirements.

Mass Customization
Todays products must compete in a highly competi-
tive marketplace, with customers demanding and get-
ting more and more features to fit their needs. A
DCSP planning approach that contains a CBR compo-
nent provides significant advantage over DCSP with-
out CBR. The CBR component enables products to
learn from their environment (by storing previous ex-
periences as cases), and respond to each environment
uniquely (by using the cases during planning).

The integrated methodology, therefore, is effectively
enabling each customer to have a personalized prod-
uct, without the product manufacturer spending extra

time (and therefore also money) to hand-craft a cus-
tomization.

Efficient Re-Planning in a Dynamic
Environment

In a dynamic, real-time planning environment, the ef-
ficiency of replanning can become a significant prod-
uct differentiator. The customer expects a fast, reli-
able, and quality response no matter what unexpected
events might occur during product use. The customer
will not be satisfied with a product that only works well
under perfect conditions. Rather, the customer will
prefer the product that can perform efficiently, con-
sistently, and reliably no matter what dynamic events
occur in the planning environment.

By providing the ’best matching’ starting point for
re-solving, and by enabling combination of existing so-
lutions as described previously, fast re-solving is en-
abled by the integrated CBR/CSP approach for DCSP.

Future Work
There are many potential product benefits from apply-
ing the combined CSP/CBR methodology to do plan-
ning.

However, much work remains in order to provide
empirical results supporting the benefits. The first
planned empirical tests will be to run experiments
to show that re-planning based on cases outperforms
other DCSP approaches for re-planning from prior so-
lutions.

Next, the existing data obtained from previous ex-
periments will be synthesized to show that consis-
tency of final solution is greater with the combined
CSP/CBR approach than it is with the minimum con-
flicts algorithm alone. The previously done exper-
iments with solving random binary CSPs with and
without cases will provide input into this analysis.

Many of the desired product attributes described in
the previous section compete with one another, or re-
quire a delicate balance in order to achieve their in-
tended result. Additional future work will be to find
the CBR and CSP characteristics that enable the cor-
rect balance of the two reasoning modes. Characteris-
tics such as size of case base, content of cases, break-
down of cases, and overhead of matching will be stud-
ied, to see how each contributes to the desired product
attributes.

Summary and Conclusion
We have described a CBR integration and the in-
sights obtained as the integration was explored from
alternative viewpoints. Our initial goal of defining a
domain-independent adaptation methodology for CBR
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was achieved by combining CBR and CSP in a CBR-
as-master approach. The resulting implementation
caused a change in viewpoint to a CBR-as-slave ap-
proach, which in turn provided the ability to apply the
integration for DCSP solving. The DCSP viewpoint
was found to be applicable for a real-world planning
task. The design of the integrated approach for plan-
ning has resulted in the realization that many of the
desired reM-world product attributes are in fact en-
abled by the integrated CBR/CSP methodology. This
in turn provides evidence that work on CBR integra-
tions has real value, particularly as these integrations
begin to be applied to solve real-world problems.
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Appendix

Integration Name/Category: COMPOSER, an
integrated CBR/CSP system.

Performance Task: Assembly Sequence Generation,
and more generally, Compositional Design tasks.

Integration Objective: To formalize the case-based
reasoning process of adaptation using CSP tech-
niques, to make adaptation more widely applicable.

Reasoning Components: Cases represented as
CSPs, minimum conflicts algorithm to do the case
combination.

Control Architecture: In COMPOSER, control is
CBR-as-master. In follow-on work on dynamic CSP,
control is CBR-as-slave.

CBR Cycle Steps Supported: Reuse and Revi-
sion. In the CBR-as-slave view, CBR supports the
dynamic re-solving process by providing input cases
from the case base.

Representations: Cases represented as CSPs.

Additional Components: Deductive retriever used
for structural matching in COMPOSER.

Integration Status: COMPOSER is implemented
and empirically evaluated. Follow-on work on Dy-
namic CSP is in proposed stage.

Priority Future Work: More in-depth theoretical
analysis of the CBR-as-master approach, to deter-
mine whether there are any defining characteristics
of the CSPs being combined that determine ease of
combination. In the Dynamic CSP work, implemen-
tation and an empirical evaluation of the effect of
seeding the re-solving with cases in comparison to
existing DCSP solution reuse techniques.
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